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POLICY DOCUMENT FOR ENVIRONMENT CONSERVATION

Environment being the basis of life its conservation is an indispensable aspect of education.

Future Technologies should emphasize the dependence between technology and nature" Proper

Environment Management is essential for sustainable development and the Environment

Folicy is designed in tune with the United Nation's Sustainable Development Goals 2030,

reahzing that protection of Environment is part of the Institution at social Responsibility for

the survival of humanity. Besides initiatives for Environment Protection, the Environment

Policy includes Energy Managernent, Waste Management and Water Management which are

dealt with separately taking into account the importance of each, and policies and procedures

have been formulated for these topics.

Policy statement

DYPCMR avows to protect the Environment by maintaining a Green, Eco-friendly campus,

and by creating an awareness among it's stakeholders both as individuals and members of the

society, so as to contribute to making the eafth, our common home, a sure haven and a

comfortable abode for the posterity.

Objectives

. Promoting & Benchmarking for environmental protection initiatives

. To impart awareness about green clean campus

. To initiate sustainability practices in the campus and among stakeholders

. Conduct audits for recommendations and continuous improvement

Action plan

. Observation of various days of importance world environment day etc

" Conduct regular green/environment audit and follow up corrective measures

. Ensure regular follow up and updates for clean campus practices like proper waste disposal,

e-waste campaigning among stakeholders, rain water harvesting and monitoring judicious

water usage.

. As per green practices in the campus DYPCMR is

, Intuition planting more tree within and outside the

moving in the direction of Green Institute

campus
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. DYPCMR encourage the employees and students to frequently use public transport , bicycles

, etc

. DYPCMR continuously committed to work towards plastic free campus

The Energy Policy of the Institution will thus be effective inorganizing structured programs to

promote awareness on the proper management and conservation of energy those models

resource efficient and low-carbon campuses that demonstrate practice for sustainability.
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